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LIQUID
ASSETSLIQUID
ASSETS

When it comes to the fluids and other chemi-
cals you put in a car, there’s only one way to

be sure you’re meeting the
same high standards 

of original Subaru equip-
ment: insist on Gen-
uine Subaru Automo-
tive Chemicals. 

Subaru offers a full line
of quality tested products, all approved for
use in Subaru vehicles.  From coolant to brake
cleaner and R-134a
refrigerant, these pre-
mium products 
are engineered to 
assure maximum per-
formance and trouble-
free driving.  And the
new distinctive packaging guarantees you’re
using Genuine Subaru Automotive Chemicals.

To find your local dealer, call 1-800-SUBARU3
or visit us online at www.subaru.com.  Or
for helpful technical tips and Subaru-specific
techniques, check out www.endwrench.com.

Genuine Subaru
Automotive Chemicals.

The best way to protect your customers’ automotive
investment and performance is to reach for Genuine
Subaru Automotive Chemicals. That bright blue label
ensures you’re using specially
formulated products that meet
exacting O.E. specifications.
For example, in tests the 
Factory Fill Coolant didn’t show
the pitting and corrosion that
occurred with competitive
coolants. In fact, every chemical
in the line is designed to be
the best product for the repair and maintenance of Sub-
aru vehicles. They’re also competitively priced so you
can use them regularly, bank some nice profits 
and enjoy peace of mind knowing you’re giving your
customers the best they can get.

* Required for warranty repairs.

Genuine Subaru 
Automotive Chemicals

ITEM CONTENTS PART # UNIT
MSRP

AEROSOLS

Brake Cleaner 18 oz. SOA868V9100 $ 3.15

N/C Brake Cleaner 14 oz. SOA868V9110 $ 3.15

Carburetor Cleaner 11.3 oz. SOA868V9120 $ 2.73

Glass Cleaner 18 oz. SOA868V9130 $ 2.73

Aerosol Fuel Injector Cleaner 7 oz. SOA868V9140 $ 15.08

Application Tool for
Fuel Injector Cleaner SOA868V9410 $232.22

Application Tool Adapters SOA868V9420 $ 77.33

Pour Fuel Injector Cleaner 16 fl. oz. SOA868V9150 $ 5.67

Top Engine Cleaner 11 fl. oz. SOA868V9160 $ 2.73

Application Tools for SOA868V9430 $ 33.72
Top Engine Cleaner

Throttle Plate Cleaner 4 oz. SOA868V9170 $ 1.68

Silicone Lubricant 12.5 oz. SOA868V9200 $ 2.94

FLUIDS

Factory Fill Coolant* 1 gal. SOA868V9210 $ 12.38

Brake Fluid* 12 fl. oz. SOA868V9220 $ 2.83

Factory Fill Windshield 16 fl. oz. SOA868V9230 $ 2.53
Washer Concentrate

Factory Fill Auto Transmission 32 fl. oz. SOA868V9240 $ 3.22
Fluid/Power Steering Fluid*

REFRIGERANT

R-134a Refrigerant 30 lbs. SOA868V9310 $188.78

Put “True Blue”
Into Every Subaru
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The End Wrench® and
www.endwrench.com are quarterly 

publications of Subaru of America, Inc. 
No part of this newsletter may be 

reproduced without the express written 
permission of Subaru of America, Inc.

Subaru Consultants:

Bruce Barker
Norm Hunsinger

Joseph  Kuter

Editorial and Circulation Offices:
598 Pine Point Drive

Akron, Ohio 44333
Phone: 330.666.9886

Caution:
Vehicle servicing performed
by untrained persons could 

result in serious injury 
to those persons or others.

Information contained in this publication 
is intended for use by trained, profes-

sional auto repair technicians ONLY. This 
information is provided to inform these

technicians of conditions which may 
occur in some vehicles or to provide 

information which could assist them in
proper servicing of these vehicles.

Properly trained technicians have the 
equipment, tools, safety instructions, and

know-how to perform repairs correctly and
safely. If a condition is described, DO NOT

assume that a topic covered in these pages 
automatically applies to your vehicle or

that your vehicle has that condition. 

Forester, Impreza, Justy, Legacy, 
Loyale, Outback, SVX and WRX 

are Subaru Registered Trademarks.
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Subaru Brake Systems

Subaru vehicles are equipped with a
sophisticated braking system that may or
may not include ABS. This overview pro-
vides information on Subaru brake systems,
including the unique Hill-Holder™ system. 

4

O.E. PRO Corner

Our commitment to help you keep your cus-
tomers satisfied and coming back to your for
their Subaru service and repairs has not
changed. In fact, there are more parts being
offered under the Subaru O.E. PRO banner
than ever.

8

Subaru N.E.W. Horizons 
Dealer Listings

Subaru N.E.W. Horizons Dealers have been
recognized for their outstanding performance
in serving the wholesale market. They pro-
vide you with a direct wholesale parts hot-
line and also maintain a large inventory of
competitively priced Genuine Subaru Parts.

26

Subaru Brake Fluid Change

Periodic brake fluid flushing and replacement
extends the service life of brake system com-
ponents and ensures proper system operation.
This article explains fluid change procedures
for Subaru vehicles. 

16

www.endwrench.com

Whether you need quick reference to an 
article about Subaru repair or part numbers
for the cylinder heads in a 1996 Subaru
Legacy, you’ll find the information you need
when you visit the new End Wrench
Web site at www.endwrench.com.
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Insider Info

An assortment of Subaru service bulletins
and time-saving tips, this time with a  
brake service slant.

22
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Front Disc Brakes
The front brakes are ventilated disc

types which feature high heat dissipa-
tion and superb brak ing stability. In
addition, the front brake quickly
restores the original braking perform-
ance even when wet.
The brake disc, which is externally

mounted, is secured together with the
disc wheel using the hub bolts, to facil-
itate removal or installation when serv-
icing the vehicle.
The inner brake pad is provided with

an indicator which indicates pad wear
limits.

Pad Wear Indicator
A wear indicator is provided on the

inner disc brake pads. When the pad
wears down to 1.5 mm (0.059 inch) the
tip of the wear indicator comes into
contact with the disc rotor, and makes
a squeak ing sound as the wheel rotates.
This indicates that the pad needs to be
replaced.

Rear Drum Brakes
The rear drum brake is a leading-

trailing type. When fluid pressure is
applied to the wheel cylinder, the pis-
ton moves to expand the leading and
trailing shoes while the lower shoe
return spring joint acts as a pivot.
Thus, the shoes come in contact with
the inner surface of the drum, produc-
ing braking action.
When brakes are applied during the

forward movement, the tip of the brake
leading shoe lining is pressed against
the inner surface of the drum so as to
oppose the drum direction. This
increases the braking force. The trailing
shoe, however, undergoes a force that
pushes back so that braking force
applied to the trailing shoe decreases.
The above shoe operation is reversed

Subaru 
Brake Systems

Subaru 
Brake Systems

Front Caliper and Disc
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while the vehicle is backing up,
with the braking force ex erted on
the trailing shoe greater than that
on the leading shoe. It follows
that there is no difference in brak-
ing force between the directions
in which the vehicle moves.

Automatic Adjuster
The brake lining-to-drum clear-

ance is automatically compensat-
ed for by the automatic adjuster.
When the brake shoe is contract-
ing after expansion, the adjuster
lever rotates the adjuster assem -
bly’s screw to lengthen adjuster
assembly so that the clearance is
maintained at the specified val ue.

Master Cylinder
The master cylinder has a

sealed reservoir tank to extend
the service life of the brake fluid.
The fluid level indicator is built
into the reservoir tank for easy

and correct monitoring of the
fluid level when adding brake
fluid.

Brake Fluid Level Indicator
Under normal conditions, the

float remains above the reed
switch, and the magnetic force

from the permanent magnet in the
float is unable to activate it.
Therefore, the circuit is kept
open, and the warning light
remains off. The float lowers as
the brake fluid level lowers, and
if it falls below the specified fluid
level — approx. 30 mm (1.18 in)
below the MAX level line, the
reed switch will be activated by
the permanent magnet, closing
the circuit. In this event, the
warning light comes on and
warns the driver of a reduction of
the brake fluid level.
However, the warning light may

be lighted momentarily even
when the brake fluid surface is
still above the specified level, if
the vehicle body momentarily
tilts or swings more than normal.

Brake Booster
The brake booster is a tandem

type that utilizes two small diam-

Master Cylinder
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eter diaphragms to provide high brake
boosting effects.

1. Push rod
2. Return spring
3. Reaction disc
4. Key
5. Filter
6. Silencer
7. Operating rod
8. Poppet valve
9. Valve body
10. Plunger valve
11. Diaphragm plate
12. Valve return spring

Operation

Brake Booster “Off”
The plunger valve comes in contact

with the poppet valve so that atmos-
pheric air passing through the filter and
silencer is shut out by the atmospheric
valve (of the poppet valve).
The plunger valve is moved to the

key at the right by the return spring so
that the poppet valve is held at the
right. Since the vacuum valve of the
valve body and the poppet valve are

kept away from each other, passage A
is linked with passage B and the con-
stant-pressure chamber is also linked
with the variable-pressure chamber. At
this point, pressure differential does not
occur be tween the two chambers; the
diaphragm plate is moved back to the
right by return spring tension.

Brake Booster “On”
When the brake pedal is depressed,

the operating rod pushes the plunger
valve so that the poppet valve comes in
contact with the vacuum valve of the
valve body. This shuts off the circuit
between passages A and B, as well as
the circuit between the constant- and
variable-pressure chambers.
Further movement of the plunger

valve moves the atmospheric valve
away from it so that atmo spheric air is
directed to the variable-pressure cham-
ber via passage B. This produces a
pressure differential between the con-
stant- and variable-pressure chambers.
As a result, the diaphragm and its plate

are moved to the left as a single unit.
The power applied to the diaphragm

plate by the pressure differential is
then transmitted to the reaction disc
via a hub, as well as to the push rod,
and produces a booster output.

Brake Booster Under Medium Load
The poppet valve comes in contact

with the plunger valve and valve body
when a force pushes the center of the
reaction disc (at the contact portion of
the plunger valve) via the operating rod
and plunger valve. This occurs when
brake pedal depression is balanced
with a force pushing the plunger valve
(via the push rod and reaction disc)
due to the reaction force of oil pressure

6

Continued on page 10.

Subaru Brake Systems

Brake Booster

Brake Booster Cutaway

Brake Booster On



Why take chances with inferior 

aftermarket parts?  Genuine Subaru

Remanufactured Parts are

remanufactured by Subaru

suppliers to perform as well as

original installed parts, and to

meet the latest, most stringent

OEM specifications. Plus

they’re backed by the same

Genuine Subaru Parts Limited

Warranty as the originals,

which protects your customers—and

your reputation. Don’t ask for trouble.

Ask for Subaru Remanufactured

Parts including axle shafts,

brake calipers, automatic 

transmissions, starters and alter-

nators. To find your local dealer, call 

1-800-SUBARU3 or

visit us online at

www.subaru.com

SUBARU
REMANUFACTURED

PARTS

As good as new– guaranteed!

Genuine Subaru Remanufactured Parts have it all–
precise fit, superior performance and the uncompro-
mising safety of original
equipment–all at prices you
and your customer will like.
There are applications avail-
able for a variety of repairs,
and all of them, including the
Subaru remanufactured front
axles below, are best for your
customers and your business.

Genuine Subaru Remanufactured Axles
All applications MSRP $139.95 (net of core)

** Remanufactured axle shafts shall not be used for warranty repairs performed under the
Powertrain warranty.

Vehicle Axle Shaft Axle Shaft 
Application Reman. No. FHI Number

COUPE, SEDAN, WAGON

80-84 (2WD) SOA925H700R1 723221055
80-84 (4WD) SOA925H800R1 723221392

HATCHBACK

80-89 (2WD) SOA925H700R1 723221055
80-89 (4WD) SOA925H800R1 723221392

BRAT

82-89 (4WD) SOA925H800R1 723221392
3 DOOR, 4 DOOR, STATION WAGON

85 (2WD) MT, AT, SPI SOA925H100R1 23221GA234
87-89 (2WD) MT, SPI
85-87 (4WD) MT, AT, Carb
85 (2WD) MT, AT, Carb SOA925H200R1 23221GA244
86 (2WD) MT, CARB
86-89 (2WD) AT, SPI
85-89 (2WD, 4WD) AT, Turbo SOA925H300R1 23221GA373
88-89 (4WD) AT, SPI
85-89 (2WD, 4WD) MT, Turbo SOA925H400R1 23221GA593

LOYALE

90-94 (2WD) M/T SOA925H100R1 23221GA234
92-94 (4WD) MT, 3AT
90-94 (2WD) 3AT SOA925H200R1 23221GA244
90-91 (4WD) MT, 3AT SOA925H300R1 23221GA373
90 (2WD, 4WD) AT, Turbo
90-94 (2WD, 4WD) MT, Turbo SOA925H400R1 23221GA593

XT COUPE

85-87 (2WD, 4WD) MT, 3AT SOA925H100R1 23221GA234
88-91 (2WD, 4WD) MT
88-89 (2WD, 4WD) 3AT, Turbo SOA925H300R1 23221GA373
85-89 (2WD, 4WD) MT, 4EAT, Turbo SOA925H400R1 23221GA593/941
88-91 (2WD, 4WD) 4EAT

LEGACY

90-94 (2WD) All SOA925H500R1 28021AA530/560
90-94 (4WD) MT, AT, Turbo SOA925H600R1 28021AC290
95-96 (2WD, 4WD) AT **
95-99 (4WD) MT **

IMPREZA

93-96 (2WD, 4WD) AT ** SOA925H600R1 28021AC290
93-97 (4WD) MT **
95-97 (2WD) MT **

Install 
with Confidence



One of the pleasures of Subaru all-wheel-drive is the confidence and control that drivers
enjoy when moving through curves, powering over rain-slick roads or traveling on uncharted
dirt lanes. Having “power transferred from the wheels that slip to the wheels that grip”
wherever one drives has helped keep countless Subaru owners satisfied and safe.

What’s more, wherever they go, owners have also come to
respect the reliability of their Subaru braking systems as well. 
In fact, Subaru vehicles have been known for years for the quality
of their brakes.
Running brake service specials in the summer makes good

sense, too. Americans put their cars through their paces like no
other time of the year. Long car vacation trips, blistering hot stop-
and-go traffic jams and sudden stops during summer storms all
put above average strain on braking systems.
As an independent repair specialist, you have the skills and

the parts to keep the Subaru reputation for quality brake systems
going strong. And O.E.PRO offers more Genuine Subaru parts
than ever to do every brake job right at prices to please you and
your customers. You’ve got Automotive Chemicals including 
regular and non-chlorinated brake cleaners and brake fluid for
the brake fluid checks, flushing and replacement you’ll be doing.

There are Genuine Subaru maintenance parts such as brake pads, discs, shoes and drums for
smooth, sure and controlled stops. And, there’s a wider selection of Genuine Subaru
Remanufactured Caliper applications available, too – all ready for quick installation and
savings all around.
The O.E.PRO Parts Program is one-stop shopping for the best parts at the best prices. And

that’s a break you can always use!

New Packaging and Quality Performance Can
Stack Up to Extra Sales of Auto Chemicals

You never know what’s going to initiate a sale. When a customer
comes into your shop looking for service in one area, a poster
or display of an entirely unrelated product can remind him or
her of a lingering problem that you can solve easily. So, out of
nowhere, you make an unexpected extra sale.
Nowhere is that more true than with automotive chemicals.

Naturally you order your regular supply of Subaru brake fluid,
brake cleaner, engine cleaner and silicone lubricant for the
steady work that comes through your service bays, but have

you considered putting up a small display of Genuine Subaru Automotive Chemicals that
your customers can purchase for themselves? A stack of Subaru Factory Fill Coolant is sure 

8

THE BEST PROGRAM TO HELP YOU GROW IS O.E.PRO

O.E.PRO: 
Maintaining that Special
Subaru All-Wheel Ride



to catch the eye of any Subaru owner. The same goes for Subaru 
factory fill windshield washer concentrate and fuel injector cleaner.
You’ll find a full list of chemical part numbers and pricing on the
inside front cover.
With their bright new blue packaging to present the brand, O.E.-quality 

performance and competitive pricing, Genuine Subaru Automotive Chemicals
can help make your customers’ rides smoother and safer while turning out to be 
surprising retail performers in their own right. So start stacking!

Subaru ProRally Team Wins at Pikes Peak!
Finishes First Against All Open Class Cars

It is one of the highest roads in the continental U.S. It is 12.5 miles long. It features
156 nerve-wracking turns and it ends up at 14,110 feet above sea level. This year,
Mark Lovell and Steve Turvey of Subaru Rally Team USA 

finished the challenging Pikes
Peak course in first place 
overall, topping all challengers
in the SCCA ProRally Open
Class.
The ecstatic pair became the

first British citizens to secure
a class win at the famed “race
to the clouds.” As the first
Open Class competitors to
tackle the course on race day,
Lovell and Turvey set a 
blistering pace that would
never be challenged. In fact,
the team’s winning Subaru 
finished less than four seconds
behind a much more powerful
Unlimited Class Ford vehicle.
“That was the toughest 12

miles I’ve ever driven,”
exclaimed Lovell. “We faced

so many unknowns, but the team did a fabulous job with the engine mapping and our
Pirelli engineers gave us an excellent tire with tremendous grip. What an incredible
result, absolute magic!”
Being able to share such fantastic finishes in one of the most famous races in the

United States with your performance-oriented customers is sure to get them excited
about the Genuine Subaru Performance Parts you can offer them. From short throw
shifters to performance gauge packs, they can feel like they’re part of the winning
Subaru performance team.

SEMA is Racing Your Way

Gentlemen, start your engines and rev up for this year’s Specialty Equipment Mar-
ket Association show in Las Vegas, November 5–8. Explore a building filled with
exhibits featuring exciting performance products, accessories, hot cars including lots
of Subaru WRX and Baja vehicles, plus much more. See you there!

9

O.E.PRO 
CORNER

O.E.PRO WORKS HARD FOR YOU
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deliv ered from the master cylinder.
As a result, pressure differential is

maintained between the constant-pres-
sure chamber and vari able-pressure
chamber unless the pedal depression
force is changed.

Brake Booster Under 
Full-Load Conditions
When pedal depression increases to

such an extent that the variable-pressure
chamber is main tained at atmospheric
pressure, the maximum pressure differ-
ential acts on the diaphragm plate.
Further pedal depression does not act

on the diaphragm plate but rather on
the push rod.

Brake Booster Released
When the force of brake pedal

depression decreases, the forces acting
on the reaction disc and plunger valve
are unbalanced, so that the plunger
valve is moved to the right.
The plunger valve then comes in con-

tact with the atmospheric valve of the
poppet valve to shut off the passage
between the variable-pressure chamber
and atmospheric air and, at the same
time, moves the poppet valve back.
Movement of the poppet valve opens
the vacuum valve so that passages A
and B are linked with each other.
Air from the variable-pressure cham-

ber is then delivered to the constant-
pressure chamber. This eliminates any
pressure differential between the two
chambers. As a result, the diaphragm
plate is pushed back to the ‘release”
position by the return spring.

Brake Booster With No Vacuum
When the brake pedal is depressed

while the constant- and variable-pressure

chambers are held at atmospheric pres-
sure, the operating rod moves to the left.
This moves the plunger valve which in
turn pushes the hub via the key.
The reaction disc (which is built into

the hub) then moves the master cylin-
der piston via the push rod. At this
point a boosting force does not occur,
but oil pressure is produced by move-
ment of the master cylinder piston. As
a result, the system serves as a
hydraulic brake.

Proportioning Valve 
(Non-ABS Models)
The proportioning valve for dual pip-

ing systems is adopted for controlling
the braking force.

Operation During Normal 
Conditions
When the fluid pressure in the master

cylinder is low (the fluid pressure
before the split point), the piston is
pressed by the spring load and the
valve remains inoperative. As a result,
the fluid pres sure in the master cylin-
der is held equal to the fluid pressure
in the rear wheel cylinder.
When the master cylinder fluid pres-

sure rises, the piston in the primary cir-
cuit is moved right-ward against the
spring load, and brought into contact
with the seal 1. The master cylinder
fluid pressure chamber (chamber A) is
therefore cut off from the rear wheel
cylinder fluid pressure chamber (cham-
ber B), and the fluid pressure to the
rear wheel cylinder is thus controlled.
(The pressure at this moment is the
split point pressure.)
If the fluid pressure in chamber A

rises further, the piston is moved left-
ward, off the seal 1, and this causes the
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Subaru Brake Systems

Full Load Conditions

Proportioning Valve
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O.E.PRO MEANS BUSINESS!

Genuine SUBARU

Maintenance Parts
Built to keep 
every Subaru 
running at 
peak performance

Many things can rob a vehicle of its power,
including dirt, dust, heat, friction and 
contaminants. Without regular maintenance
by a trained professional, even the best-
designed vehicles can lose that “new car”
feeling. 
Install the best. Genuine Subaru Maintenance

Parts are specifically engineered to precise
specifications to fit right, to perform better
and to last longer. Take the materials in Gen-
uine Subaru brake pads, for example.
They’re specially formulated to be compatible
with the rotor surface to help prevent brake
chatter, noise and excessive heat buildup,
which can impair stopping effectiveness.

The hidden cost of off-brand parts 
Why try to save a few pennies on non-

genuine parts that can cost car owners a lot
more over time in poor performance, faster
wear and possibly even damage due to poor
fit or not being up to OE specifications? 
Whether you need belts, 

hoses and spark plugs or 
filters, brake pads and shoes, 
your local Subaru dealer 
keeps a ready supply of 
frequently needed parts 
at prices competitive 
with off-brand 
parts. Keep your 
customers’ cars running
smoothly for years to 
come with Subaru 
Genuine Maintenance 
Parts.

fluid pressure in chamber B to
rise. The piston is then moved
rightward, and brought into con-
tact with the seal 1 again. After
this, the piston repeats this con-
tact with the seal 1 in this way,
thereby controlling the fluid pres-
sure in the rear wheel cylinder.
When the fluid pressure in

chamber B is controlled in the
secondary circuit, the balance pis-
ton is moved rightward by the
fluid pressure difference between
chamber B and chamber C, and
brought into contact with the seal
2, and the fluid pressure in cham-
ber D is controlled. Since sec -
tional areas Al and A2 are equal,
the balance piston is pushed by
equal forces from the right and
left. If the fluid pressure rises in
chamber B, the balance piston per-
forms control to equalize the fluid
pressure in chamber D and cham-
ber B by repeating open-close
operation with the seal 2.

Failure Of Primary Circuit
If the primary circuit fails, the

fail-safe piston and balance piston
are moved rightward by the fluid
pressure in the master cylinder in
the secondary circuit until the pis-
ton contacts the plug. In this case,
the balance piston remains off the
seal 2, and no split point is created
in the graph. That is, the fluid
pressure in the secondary side rear
wheel cylinder is equal to the fluid
pressure in the master cylinder.

Failure of Secondary Circuit
If the secondary circuit fails, the

balance piston is moved leftward
by the fluid pressure in chamber B
until the end of the piston contacts
the stopper. Since sectional area Al
is greater than A2, the piston
remains unmoved even after the
master cylinder fluid pressure has
reached the split point, and the
piston is kept off the seal 1. Hence,
no split point is created in the

graph, and the rear wheel cylinder
fluid pressure of the primary cir-
cuit is kept equal to the master
cylinder fluid pres sure.

Proportioning Valve 
(ABS models)

Operation During 
Normal Conditions
Operation before the split point:

• Piston 1 is held by spring 4 so
that valve 3 is kept away from
valve seat.
• Under this condition, fluid pres-
sure “P3” to rear wheel cylinders
equals fluid pressure “P2” from
master cylinder.
Operation near the split point:

• Force “f1”, applied to piston 1
by spring, is spring force “F.” In
other words, “f1” = 

1⁄2 “F.”
• Force “f2” is also applied to pis-
ton 1 in the direction opposite to
spring force “F” due to fluid pres -
sure “P2” generated by master 
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cylinder according to cross sectional
area “A”.
• Spring force “f2” increases corre-
spondingly with fluid pressure “P2” 
When “f2” is greater than piston 1
moves in direction opposite to spring
force “F.” This causes valve 2 to
come in contact with valve seat 3,
blocking the fluid passage.
Immediately before the fluid pas-

sage is closed, fluid pressure “P2” is
held equal to pressure “P3.” When
brake pedal is depressed to increase
fluid pressure “P2,” piston moves in
the same direction as spring force
“F,” opening fluid passage.
However, since fluid passage is

closed again immediately after pres-
sure “P2” equals “P2”, pres sure “P3”
is held at a value of less than pres-
sure “P2.”

Hill-Holder™
The Hill-Holder™ is a device to

make starting on an uphill road easier
and permits even a driver not yet
familiarized with starting by use of
the parking brake to start the vehicle
smoothly.
When pressing down the clutch

pedal with the brake pedal depressed
in order to start the vehicle on an
uphill road, this device holds the
brake temporarily upon taking your
foot off the brake pedal (until the
clutch pedal is released). Therefore,
smooth starting is enabled by usual
engagement of the clutch while
depressing the accelerator pedal.

Note: Models with ABS/TCS are not
equipped with the Hill-Holder™.

Pressure Hold Valve (PHV)
PHV (Pressure Hold Valve) is con-

nected to one of the service brake pipes
and pushrod 8 is pushed in and/or
pulled out by cam shaft 2 interlinked
with the clutch pedal to change the
clear ance between ball 3 and seal 5,
thereby opening and/or closing the
hydraulic circuit.

Normally, on a flat road, ball 3 is
located at the front and the valve is
kept opened regardless of the position
of the pushrod. (This status is the same
as on a downhill road.)
When stopping the vehicle on an

uphill road by depressing both brake
and clutch pedals, the ball rolls toward
the rear and, at the same time, the push
rod retracts to close the valve, so that
hy draulic pressure is maintained. Even
when taking your foot off the brake
pedal, the hydraulic pres sure is main-
tained so far as the clutch pedal is kept
depressed. In this status, when engaging
the clutch ordinarily while depressing
the accelerator pedal, the maintained
hydraulic pressure is re leased simulta-
neously with the generation of driving
force to permit smooth starting.

12
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O.E.PRO MEANS BUSINESS!

Genuine SUBARU

Engine Components

Genuine Subaru Head Assemblies
All MSRPs are Net of CoreYears Part # Notes MSRP

LEONE/LOYALE

85-87 SOA4786060 RH Carb $ 333.25
85-87 SOA4786040 LH Carb $ 333.25
86-94 SOA4786070 RH SPI $ 333.25
86-94 SOA4786050 LH SPI $ 333.25

LEONE/LOYALE TURBO

85-90 SOA4786090 RH $ 399.92
85-90 SOA4786080 LH $ 399.92

LEGACY

90-94 SOA4786010 RH & LH $ 428.50
95 SOA4786010 RH A/T $ 428.50
95 SOA4786130 LH A/T $ 428.50
96 SOA4786140 RH & LH 2.2 M/T $ 428.50
96 SOA4786140 RH 2.2 A/T $ 428.50
96 SOA4786150 LH 2.2 A/T $ 428.50
96 SOA4786200 RH 2.5 $ 457.07
96 SOA4786210 LH 2.5 $ 457.07
97-98 SOA4786160 RH & LH 2.2 M/T $ 428.50
97-98 SOA4786160 RH 2.2 A/T $ 428.50
97-98 SOA4786170 LH 2.2 A/T $ 428.50
97-98 SOA4786180 RH 2.5 $ 457.07
97-98 SOA4786190 LH 2.5 $ 457.07

LEGACY TURBO

91-94 SOA4786020 RH $ 671.36
91-94 SOA4786030 LH $ 671.36

Years Part # Notes MSRP

IMPREZA

93 SOA4786100 RH 1.8 Calif. Spec. $ 399.93
93 SOA4786110 LH 1.8 Calif. Spec. $ 399.93
93 SOA4786120 RH 1.8 49 State Spec. $ 399.93
93 SOA4786110 LH 1.8 49 State Spec. $ 399.93
94-95 SOA4786100 RH 1.8 $ 399.93
94-95 SOA4786110 LH 1.8 $ 399.93
95 SOA4786010 RH 2.2 A/T $ 428.50
95 SOA4786130 LH 2.2 A/T $ 428.50
96 SOA4786120 RH & LH 1.8 M/T $ 399.93
96 SOA4786100 RH 1.8 A/T $ 399.93
96 SOA4786110 LH 1.8 A/T $ 399.93
96 SOA4786140 RH & LH 2.2 M/T $ 428.50
96 SOA4786140 RH 2.2 A/T $ 428.50
96 SOA4786150 LH 2.2 A/T $ 428.50
97-98 SOA4786160 RH & LH 2.2 M/T $ 428.50
97-98 SOA4786160 RH 2.2 A/T $ 428.50
97-98 SOA4786170 LH 2.2 A/T $ 428.50
98 SOA4786180 RH 2.5 $ 457.07
98 SOA4786190 LH 2.5 $ 457.07

FORESTER

98 SOA4786180 RH $ 457.07
98 SOA4786190 LH $ 457.07

…offer superior fit,
reliability and value.
Restoring an engine’s 

performance with Genuine
Subaru engine components 

is a smart decision. Our new components are
far more reliable–and precise–than rebuilt
alternatives. Rebuilt engine components are
based on existing parts that have failed in 
service–for example, a rebuilt cylinder head
from a core broker or junkyard. Why take
chances with inferior aftermarket parts that 
not only don’t meet the exacting standards 
met by Genuine Subaru Parts but that actually
may fail again?

A wide selection of readily 
available parts
Whether you need an all-new replacement

short block, oil or water pump, a clutch disk,
camshaft or cam belt or other Genuine Subaru
engine component, your local authorized Sub-
aru dealer has a ready supply. You can order
only those parts you need, restore an engine to

like-new performance and offer your customers
faster turnaround.

Save time with pre-assembled
cylinder heads
You can save on labor on your engine 

work by using pre-assembled Genuine Subaru
cylinder heads. Each factory-new assembly
is fully leak-tested and
comes complete with 
all-new parts, including
the cylinder head itself,
valves, springs, seals 
and retainers. Plus, 
each assembly, like all
Genuine Subaru engine 
components, is fully 
warranted and ready for 
installation. In fact, these 
components can save you time and money 
during installation compared to non-genuine
parts that may require a force-fit. With Subaru
Genuine Parts, you know you’re getting the
best–whether you’re replacing a component or
rebuilding an entire engine.
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Activating Condition:
This device is activated only when

depressing the clutch and brake pedals
with the vehicle stopped on an uphill
road. When stopping the vehicle on an
uphill road, the ball rolls toward the rear
to seal the port and there fore the
hydraulic pressure is maintained even by
releasing the brake pedal.

Inactive Status:
The Hill-Holder™ is not activated

under any conditions other than above.

While driving:
During acceleration or normal driving,

the clutch pedal is not depressed, so the
pushrod is located outside the port.
Hydraulic pressure can not be maintained. 

During deceleration:
Even when depressing the clutch

pedal, the ball is kept at the front by
decelerating force. Hydraulic pressure is
not maintained.

When stopping:
Even when stopping on an uphill road,

hydraulic pressure is not maintained
unless the clutch pedal is depressed.

On a flat road:
The Hill-Holder™ is not designed to

operate on a flat road, except for reversing.

Operational Precautions
• The Hill-Holder™ is a device used to
facilitate starting on an incline. When
stopping on an incline, therefore, you
must keep the brake pedal depressed or
pull the parking brake.
• The Hill-Holder™ may not be activated
on a slope of an extremely small incline.
• If the brake is not held sufficiently
upon releasing the brake pedal with the
clutch pedal de pressed, press down the
brake pedal a little more strongly once
again.
• If the clutch pedal is depressed again in
the course of the starting operation, the
brake may be released. In this case,
depress the brake pedal again (the brake
is released when returning the clutch
pedal halfway). 
Before you leave the driver’s seat, be
sure to pull the parking lever and con-
firm that the vehicle is kept stopped
upon releasing the clutch pedal.
• When reversing the vehicle on a flat
road, the following may be felt. These are
caused by the activation of the Hill-Hold-
er™, and do not constitute abnormality.
a. Brake effect remains even after 

releasing the brake pedal if depressing
the clutch and brake pedals when revers-
ing the vehicle.
b. A slight shock may be felt when

starting the vehicle after stopping the
reverse movement.
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O.E.PRO MEANS BUSINESS!

Genuine SUBARU

Replacement Mufflers

Genuine Subaru Replacement Mufflers
Now Includes Performance Mufflers 1996– 2001

New Part Previous Part
Application Number Number MSRP
82-87 BRAT SOA8375100 SOA5225119 $ 89.95
80-84 STATION WAGON & 4-DOOR SEDAN
81-89 HATCHBACK SOA8375200 SOA5225119 $ 89.95
87-94 JUSTY SOA8375300 744304451 $ 89.95
85-93 LEONE/LOYALE SEDAN SOA8375600 44301GA211 $ 69.95
85-90 LEONE/LOYALE SEDAN-TURBO 44301GA221
86-90 LEONE/LOYALE 3-DOOR SOA8375600 44301GA211 $ 69.95
86-90 LEONE/LOYALE 3-DOOR-TURBO 44301GA221
85-94 LEONE/LOYALE WAGON SOA8375700 44301GA231 $ 69.95
85-90 LEONE/LOYALE WAGON-TURBO 44301GA241
85-87 XT (THRU 12/86) INCL. TURBO SOA8375800 44304GA321 $ 129.95
87 XT TURBO (FROM 1/87) 44304GA341
87-91 XT (FROM 1/87) 44304GA361
87-91 XT6
90-94 LEGACY (2WD) WAGON SOA8375500 44304AA080 $ 129.95
90-94 LEGACY (2WD) SEDAN SOA8376000 44304AA110 $ 129.95
90-94 LEGACY (4WD) SEDAN SOA8375900 44304AA120 $ 129.95
90-94 LEGACY (4WD) WAGON SOA8375400 44304AA130 $ 129.95
93-96 IMPREZA 1.8L (2WD) SOA8376100 44305FAO61 $ 129.95
93-96 IMPREZA 1.8L (4WD) SOA8376200 44305FAO71 $ 129.95
95-97 LEGACY (2WD) 2.2L WAGON SOA8376800 44305AC110 $ 129.95
95-97 LEGACY (2WD) 2.2L SEDAN SOA8377100 44305AC090 $ 129.95
95-97 LEGACY (AWD) 2.2L SEDAN SOA8377000 44305AC100 $ 129.95
95-97 IMPREZA (ALL) 2.2L; 97 1.8L (ALL) SOA8377200 44305FA100 $ 129.95
Genuine Subaru Performance Mufflers
96-99 LEGACY GT SEDAN SOA8376300 44305AC421 $ 375.00
96-99 LEGACY GT WAGON SOA8376400 44305AC411 $ 375.00
98-01 IMPREZA RS COUPE & SEDAN SOA8376500 44305FA100, 110 $ 375.00
00-02 LEGACY GT SEDAN SOA8377300 44300AE14A $ 375.00
00-02 LEGACY GT WAGON SOA8377400 44300AE10A $ 375.00

…offer perfect fit and 
function.
Unlike typical generic mufflers,
ONLY Genuine Subaru Replacement 

and Performance Muffler Assemblies offer these unique
advantages...

Welded, one-piece assembly
A Genuine Subaru Replacement Muffler Assembly is 

a complete, all-welded, one-piece unit that ensures easy
and precise installation and fit–the same exact fit as the
assembly supplied on the vehicle as original equipment.
They eliminate the need to deal with the all-too-common
combination of leak-prone pipe adapters; cumbersome
multiple clamps; and adaptable hangers that never fit
quite right.

Fully aluminized steel construction
A Genuine Subaru Replacement Muffler Assembly is 

a heavy-duty, integrated unit of thicker materials than
typical aftermarket mufflers. Special corrosion-resistant

aluminized steel construction allows for long life. 
Sound absorbing materials help subdue sound without
hampering performance–unlike typical replacement
mufflers with few baffles to suppress exhaust noise.

Specifically designed for your 
customers’ cars.
A Genuine Subaru Replacement Muffler Assembly 

is designed for each Subaru vehicle application–not
“cross-fitted” to multiple makes and rigged with
adapters. All mounting parts precisely match the original
Subaru assembly for easy, safe, no-rattle replacement.

Competitively priced and backed by 
warranty from Subaru.
Each Subaru Muffler offers the quality of original

equipment at a price that matches or beats aftermarket
mufflers. And each is backed by the Genuine Subaru
Parts Limited Warranty that covers the entire, integrated
unit – not just the muffler itself–including welded-on
pipes, clamps and hardware. Contact your dealer for
complete warranty details.

15

IMPORTANT NOTE: Federal and California law prohibits use of these parts in making repairs covered under emissions-related warranties extended on
the vehicle at the time of its original purchase. No claims under those warranties will be honored unless OEM parts are used.
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Subaru
Brake Fluid
Change

General Rules For Effective 
Brake Bleeding
1. Start with the brakes connecting to
the sec ondary chamber of the master
cylinder.
2. The time interval between two brake
pedal operations (from the time when
the pedal is released to the time when
it is depressed another time) shall be
approximately 3 seconds.
3. The air bleeder on each brake shall
be released for 1 to 2 seconds.

Bleeding Procedure
Caution: Fresh DOT 3 or 4 brake fluid,
such as Genuine Subaru Brake Fluid
P/N SOA868V9220, must be used.

• Cover bleeder with waste cloth, when
loosening it, to
prevent brake fluid from being splashed
over surround ing parts.
• Avoid mixing different brands of
brake fluid to prevent degrading the
quality of the fluid.
• Be careful not to allow dirt or dust to
get into the res ervoir tank.

Note: During bleeding operation, keep
the brake reserve tank filled with brake
fluid to eliminate entry of air. Brake
pedal operating must be very slow.  For
convenience and safety, it is advisable
to have two men working.

• Make sure there is no leak from the
joints and con nections of the brake sys-
tem.
• Fit one end of vinyl tube into the air
bleeder and put the other end into a
brake fluid container.
• Slowly depress the brake pedal and
keep it depressed. Then, open the air
bleeder to discharge air together with
the fluid.
• Release air bleeder for 1-2 seconds.
• Next, with the bleeder closed, slowly
release the brake pedal.
• Repeat these steps until there are no
more air bubbles in the vinyl tube.
• Allow 3-4 seconds between two brake
pedal applications.
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Subaru
Brake Fluid
Change 
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O.E.PRO MEANS BUSINESS!

Genuine SUBARU

Performance Parts
…make the Subaru
Impreza 2.5 RS and
WRX thrill rides. 
The exacting performance

standards of Subaru 
Performance Tuning (SPT) components are
now available in more parts applications. We’ve
applied our trophy-winning racing experience
to our full line of performance parts for Impreza
2.5 RS back to 1998 as well as new parts for
the exciting new WRX. Drivers looking for
quicker steering response, racing-quality shift
action and quicker acceleration will find these
SPT parts deliver winning performance without
compromise.

Subaru enthusiasts will love the
extra kick!
These components significantly enhance the

driving experience, adding responsiveness and
style that will thrill the most ardent Subaru 
driver – especially drivers of the new Impreza
WRX. Plus, you can offer your customers 
performance styling “goodies” such as high-tech
carbon fiber shift knobs and interior accent 

trim kits, performance gauge packages, front
end covers, SPT decals and more.

You’ll love the extra business
This line of Subaru Performance Tuning Parts

can help foster a loyalty among your perform-
ance enthusiasts, customers who frequently put
more money into their cars. And, over time,
that can put more money into your business.

Description Part # MSRP

Rear Differential Protector B0310SS000 $ 68.95 

Short Throw Shifter C1010FA000 $260.00 

Titanium Shift Knob (Sti) C1010FA100 $149.95 

Carbon Fiber Shift Knob-M/T C1010FA140 $175.00 

Carbon Fiber Parking Brake Lever C1010FC121 $295.00 

Strut Tower Brace (Steel) E4010FA000 $144.95 

Strut Tower Brace (Carbon Fiber) E4010FA100 $629.00 

Gauge Pack (Performance) H5010FA034
$595.00

Gauge Pack Housing (Gray) H0017FC910OE

Carbon Fiber Patterned Trim A/T J1310FA130 $149.00 

Carbon Fiber Patterned Trim M/T J1310FA140 $149.00 

Carpeted Floor Covers J5010FS001OE $ 69.95 

Front End Cover-Hood M0010FS111 $ 44.95 

Front End Cover-Full M0010FS140 $119.95 

SPT Decal Set (Blue) SOA588N400 $ 59.95 

SPT Decal (Silver/Blue) SOA588N450 $ 59.95 

Intermediate Pipe and Muffler SOA8377500 $495.00 

*SPT Struts from KYB® SOA837Z1100 $575.00 

*SPT Springs from EIBACH® SOA855Z1100 $279.95 

}

* Sold “as is” without any warranty coverage. Intended for off-highway application only. 
May bring vehicle out of compliance with safety and/or emissions standards. Can only be 
lawfull installed by end user. See dealer for complete details.

For additional details about the complete lineup of SPT parts
and applications for WRX or ’98 and later Impreza 2.5 RS
models, contact your local authorized Subaru dealer.

Genuine Subaru 
Performance Mufflers
All Applications MSRP $375.00

Genuine Subaru 
Performance Parts
Up to 2001 Impreza 2.5 RS

Application Part #

96-99 LEGACY GT SEDAN SOA8376300

96-99 LEGACY GT WAGON SOA8376400

98-01 IMPREZA RS COUPE & SEDAN SOA8376500

00-02 LEGACY GT SEDAN SOA8377300

00-02 LEGACY GT WAGON SOA8377400

17
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Caution: Cover bleeder with waste
cloth, when loosening it, to prevent
brake fluid from being splashed over
surround ing parts.

Note: Pump the brake pedal slowly. 

• Tighten the air bleeder securely when
no air bubbles are visible.
• Perform these steps for the brakes
connecting to the secondary chamber of
master cylinder, first, and then for the
ones connecting to the primary cham-
ber. 
• With all proce dures completed, fully
depress the brake pedal and keep it in
that position for approximately 20 sec-
onds to make sure there is no leak evi-
dent in the entire system.

• For models with ABS, perform
sequence control. 

Sequence Control (ABS models)
Under the sequence control, after the

hydraulic unit sole noid valve is driven,
the operation of the hydraulic unit can
be checked by means of the brake tester
or a pressure gauge.

Sequence Control 
Operational Guidelines 
• Connect diagnosis terminals to 3 ter-
minals (K) and 6 terminals (L) of the
diagnosis connector located under the
driver’s side of the instrument panel.
• Set the speed of all wheels at 2 MPH
or less.
• Within 0.5 seconds after the ABS
warning lamp goes out, immediately

after the ignition switch is turned to
on, depress the brake pedal and hold.

Caution: Do not depress the clutch
pedal.

Note: When the ignition switch is set to
on, the brake pedal must not be
depressed. The engine must not operate.

Conditions For Completion 
Of Sequence Control
• When the speed of at least one wheel
reaches 6 MPH, the operation is
returned to the normal control mode.
• When the L terminal is separated
from ground, the opera tion is returned
to the normal control mode.
• When the K terminal is separated
from ground, the opera tion goes to the
trouble code display mode.
• When the brake pedal is released
during sequence control and the brak-
ing lamp switch is set to OFF, the oper-
ation is returned to the normal control
mode.

Subaru Brake Fluid Change
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Fluid Replacement Sequence

Diagnostic Connector

Sequence Control



• After comple-
tion of the
sequence con-
trol, the opera-
tion is returned
to the normal
control mode.
• Check the
pedal stroke.
• While the
engine is
idling, depress
the brake pedal
with a 110 lb
load and meas-
ure the dis-
tance between
the brake pedal
and steering wheel. 
• With the brake pedal released,
measure the distance between the
pedal and steering wheel again. 
• The difference between the two
measurements must be more than
specified.

Specified pedal stroke:
Without ABS: 90 mm (3.54 in) 
With ABS: 95 mm (3.74 in)

Models without ABS: If the
distance is more than specifica-
tions, there is a possibility that
air is in the brake line. Bleed air
from the brake line.

Models with ABS: If the dis-
tance is more than specifications,
there is a possibility air is in the
inside of the hydraulic unit.
Therefore, air must be bled from
the inside of the hydraulic unit to
the brake pipes in accordance
with the bleeding sequence con-
trol. 

• Add brake fluid to the required
level (MAX level) of reserve tank.
• As a final step, test run the
vehicle at low speed and apply
brakes relatively hard 2 -3 times
to ensure that brakes provide nor-
mal braking action on all four
wheels without dragging and
uneven braking.

Brake  Pedal Pressure Test

Bosal direct-fit exhaust systems are gen-
uine Subaru OEM Service Parts. And
when we say direct fit, we mean
direct fit! No cutting, bending, or
welding means faster and better
installations. When you choose
Bosal Exhaust, you’ll get the fit,
performance, and durability 
your customers expect.

Bosal Exhaust for Subaru. Available through your local Subaru

Bosal Performance
Available exclusively through the Subaru Dealer
Network. Bosal Performance Mufflers with
high-flow capacity, high performance sound, and
oversize polished stainless steel tips. For Impreza
RS Coupe and Legacy GT Sedans and Wagons.

Bosal gives you genuine Subaru
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Brake Fluid Replacement
To maintain the brake fluid character-

istics, replace the brake fluid according
to maintenance schedule or earlier than
that when used in severe condition.

Caution: Fresh DOT 3 or 4 brake fluid,
such as Genuine Subaru Brake Fluid
P/N SOA868V9220, must be used.

Replacement
• Cover bleeder with waste cloth, when
loosening it, to prevent brake fluid from
being splashed over surround ing parts.
• Avoid mixing different brands of
brake fluid to prevent degrading the
quality of the fluid.
• Be careful not to allow dirt or dust to
get into the res ervoir tank.

Note: During bleeding operation, keep
the brake reserve tank filled with
brake fluid to eliminate entry of air.
Pump the brake pedal slowly. For con-
venience and safety, it is advisable to
have two men working.
• The amount of brake fluid required
for the total brake system is approxi-
mately 16.9 US fl oz.
• Either jack-up vehicle and place a
safety stand under it, or lift-up vehi-
cle.
• Remove both front and rear wheels.
• Draw out the brake fluid from
reserve tank with syringe.
• Refill reservoir tank with recom-
mended brake fluid.
• Install one end of a vinyl tube onto

the air bleeder of and insert the other
end of the tube into a container to
collect the brake fluid.
• Instruct your co-worker to depress
the brake pedal slowly two or three
times and then hold it depressed.
• Loosen bleeder screw approximate-
ly 1/4 turn until a small amount of
brake fluid drains into container, and
then quickly tighten screw.
• Repeat the previous two steps
above until there are no air bubbles
in drained brake fluid and new fluid
flows through vinyl tube.

Caution: Add brake fluid as necessary
while performing the air bleed opera-
tion, in order to prevent the tank from
run ning short of brake fluid.

• After completing the bleeding opera-
tion, hold the brake pedal depressed,
tighten the screw and install the bleed-
er cap. Bleeder screw tightening torque:
5.8 ±0.7 ft-lb.
• Bleed air from each wheel cylinder
using the same procedures as
described above.
• Depress brake pedal with a force of
approximately 294 N (30 kg, 66 lb) and
hold it for approximately 20 seconds.
At this time check pedal to see if it
shows any unusual movement.
• Visually inspect bleeder screws and
brake pipe joints to make sure that
there is no fluid leakage.
• Install wheels, and drive vehicle for a
short distance (1 to 2 miles) to make
sure the brakes are operating properly.

Subaru Brake Fluid Change
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These savings apply for accessory items your customers may not
have thought about when they purchased their Subaru.

These amazing savings are for a limited time and while supplies last.

Limited quantities available. Offer valid while supplies last. Prices exclude installation costs. Actual prices
are set by dealer. Dealer may not have all items in stock but can order items for you. Ask about other acces-
sories like CD players, CD changers, fog lamps and ski and bike attachments. See dealer for details. 

ACCESSORY BLOWOUT SPECIALS
Part Number Description Application Original Blow Out %

MSRP Price Disc.

F O R E S T E R
65560FC010GA Luggage Compartment Cvr - Beige Forester ‘01 $118.95 $49.00 59%
E7210FS200AG Rear Hatch Spoiler - Acadia Green Forester ‘01 $274.00 $69.00 75%
J1010FC070AG Sport Grille - Acadia Green Forester ‘01 $239.95 $69.00 71%
J1010FC070SM Sport Grille - Silverthorn Metallic Forester ‘01 $239.95 $69.00 71%
J1010FC070AW Sport Grille - Aspen White Forester ‘01-’02 $239.95 $69.00 71%
J1010FC070BD Sport Grille - Black Diamond Forester ‘01-’02 $239.95 $69.00 71%
J1010FC070SG Sport Grille - Sierra Gold Metallic Forester ‘01-’02 $239.95 $69.00 71%
J1010FC070SR Sport Grille - Sedona Red Forester ‘01-’02 $239.95 $69.00 71%
65560FC000GA Luggage Compartment Cvr - Beige Forester ‘98-’00 $118.95 $39.00 67%
J1310FC010 Woodgrain Kit Manual Transmission Forester ‘98-’00 - L, S $182.00 $69.00 62%
H5010FC001 Gauge Pack - Compass, Temp, Alt Forester ‘98-’00 $299.00 $99.00 67%
J5010FS331 Cargo Tray Forester ‘98-’01 $69.95 $19.00 73%
H5010FC015 Perf. Gauge Pack - Oil Temp, Volts, Vac Forester ‘98-’02 $530.00 $199.00 62%
H0017FC910DC Gauge Pack Housing - Beige Forester ‘98-’02 $65.00 $29.00 55%
E7710FC200VB Brush Guard (Black) Forester L, S+  ‘01-’02 $346.00 $99.00 71%
E7710FC200MF Brush Guard (Grey) Forester S  ‘01-’02 $346.00 $99.00 71%

I M P R E Z A  &  O U T B A C K  S P O R T
J1010FA200 Splash Guard Kit (Wagon) Impreza ‘93-’01 $59.95 $19.00 68%
F5510FS011 Cargo Net (Wagon) Impreza ‘97-’01 $25.95 $9.00 65%
J5010FS202 Cargo Tray (Wagon) Impreza ‘97-’01 $69.95 $19.00 73%
H7110FS001 Remote Keyless Entry Impreza ‘98 $76.95 $29.00 62%
J5010FS001GA Carpeted Floor Mats - Beige Impreza ‘98-’01 $69.95 $19.00 73%
J5010FS001ND Carpeted Floor Mats - Gray Impreza ‘99-’01 $69.95 $19.00 73%
J1310FA130 Carbon Fiber Trim Kit Automatic Trans Impreza RS ‘98-’00 $335.00 $149.00 56%
J1310FA140 Carbon Fiber Trim Kit Manual Trans Impreza RS ‘98-’00 $335.00 $149.00 56%
H6310FS300 Tweeter Speaker Kit Impreza ‘99-’01 $79.95 $29.00 64%
H0017FC910DC Gauge Pack Housing - Beige Impreza ‘98-’01 $65.00 $29.00 55%
H5010FC001 Gauge Pack - Compass, Temp, Alt Impreza ‘98 $299.00 $99.00 67%

L E G A C Y  &  O U T B A C K
J5110LS000OB Illuminated Vanity Mirror/Visor-Gray Legacy ‘00-’02 - Brighton, L, OBK $97.00 $49.00 49%
J5110LS000GF Illuminated Vanity Mirror/Visor-Beige Legacy ‘00 - OBK $97.00 $49.00 49%
E7210LS000WP Rear Hatch Spoiler (Wagon) -  Winestone Pearl Legacy ‘00-’01 $275.00 $69.00 75%
J1310LS000 Woodgrain Patterned Door Switch Trim Legacy ‘00-’02 - except Brighton $85.00 $19.00 78%
E3610AC011 Roof Visor Sedan Legacy ‘95-’99 $105.00 $29.00 72%
E5618AC010 Rear Under Spoiler (Wagon) Legacy ‘95-’99 - Brighton, L $115.00 $49.00 57%
E7210AS020DS Rear Deck Spoiler (Sedan) - Deep Sapphire Legacy ‘95-’99 $335.00 $49.00 85%
E7210AS020GW Rear Deck Spoiler (Sedan) - Glacier White Legacy ‘95-’99 $335.00 $49.00 85%
H6300AS010 Tweeter Speaker Kit Legacy ‘95-’99 $74.95 $15.00 80%
J1010AC060 Splash Guard Kit (Sedan) Legacy ‘95-’99 - L $64.95 $19.00 71%
H4610AC000MS Map Light - Gray Legacy ‘96-’99 - Brighton $30.75 $8.00 74%
J1310AC020 Woodgrain Trim - Radio Bezel Legacy ‘96-’99 $32.00 $8.00 75%
J1310AS000 Woodgrain Kit MT Gear Shift/Window Switches Legacy ‘96-’99 - L, OBK $54.00 $29.00 46%
J1310AS010 Woodgrain Kit AT Gear Shift/Window Switches Legacy ‘96-’99 - L, OBK $91.00 $29.00 68%
H6710AC000 Dual Power Outlet Socket Legacy ‘97-’99 $15.50 $8.00 48%
J1010AC070 Splash Guard Kit (Wagon) Legacy ‘95-’99 - Brighton, L $64.95 $19.00 71%
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Identifying ABS Systems
Since its first introduction, Subaru

has utilized a variety of different ABS
systems. Each of the systems have dif-
ferent diagnostic and/or service proce-
dures, therefore, it is important that
you are able to identify which system
you are dealing with.
The 90-94 Model Year Legacy vehi-

cles had three different types of ABS.
They were Nippon,  Bosch (known as
ABS-2S) and the ABS-2E system.
The Nippon system has the brake

lines coming into the top of the unit
and is distinctive due to the fact that it
has brake bleeder nipples on the top of
the hydraulic unit cylinder head. The
Bosch system looks very similar to the
Nippon, with the brake lines coming in
the top of the unit, but the lines are in
a more square pattern and there are no
brake bleeders on the cylinder head.
Both of these systems have no long-
term memory (once you turn the key
off, all codes are erased from memory)
and can display only one diagnostic
code at a time from the LED on the
computer under the passenger’s seat.

The ABS-2E system can be identified
by the fact that the brake lines come
into the top of the hydraulic unit with
all four pipes in a straight line. This
system can display three diagnostic
codes at a time from the dash light and
has a long-term memory. The computer
is also under the passenger seat.
None of these systems (Nippon,

Bosch nor the ABS-2E) communicate
with the Select Monitor.
The 1995 model year and later

Legacy, Forester and Impreza vehi-

cles have four different types of ABS
systems. The ABS-2B system, the
ABS/TCS system, the ABS 5.3 system
and the ABS 5.3i system.
The ABS-2E system is the same as for

the earlier Legacy vehicles. The brake
lines enter the top of the hydraulic unit
all in a straight line and the computer
displays only three codes at a time on
the dash light with no available Select
Monitor communication. The computer
is under the passenger’s seat.
The ABS/TCS system was used on

1995 front wheel drive Legacy automat-
ics with traction control and for that year
only. The hydraulic unit has two brake
lines coming in the top and two in the
side. This system does communicate
with the Select Monitor and it has a
long-term memory. The computer is
under the passenger’s seat.

The ABS 5.3 system has the motor for
the hydraulic unit sticking straight up
with two brake lines going in the top of
the unit and four out the side. This sys-
tem does communicate with the Select
Monitor. The computer is to the right of
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ABS 2E

ABS 5.3

ABS 5.3i



the glove box in Legacy vehicles
and to the left of the steering col-
umn in Impreza vehicles.
The ABS 5.3i system has the

motor for the hydraulic unit in a
horizontal position and the four
brake lines coming into the top of
the unit in the shape of a square.
The system does communicate
with the Select Monitor and has a
long-term memory. The computer
is part of the hydraulic unit.

ABS/TCS Code 57
After alternator replacement, if

you encounter a vehicle that begins
to display an ABS/TCS Code 57
during subsequent engine starting,
the situation may be due to the
sensitivity of the ABS/TCS control
unit. The alternator circuit, through
the low brake fluid monitoring cir-
cuit, is used to tell the ABS/TCS
control unit the engine is running.
If the ABS/TCS control unit is

overly sensitive to changes in this
circuit, Code 57 may be produced
when the vehicle is started. The
rapidity with which the ignition
key is turned on influences
whether the code is produced or
not. If the key is turned on very
quickly, the code may show up. If
it is turned on more slowly, the
code will not show up. Code 57
can be eliminated either by slow-
ing down how fast the operator
turns the ignition key or by replac-
ing the ABS/TCS control unit with
a unit that is specially designed to
be more tolerant to changes on that
circuit. 

ABS 5.3i ABS Warning 
Light Operation
Similar to an Airbag Control Unit

Connector, the ABS 5.3i Control
Unit connector has a shorting clip
that shorts two harness wires
together whenever the connector is

disconnected from the Anti-lock
Brake System Control Module and
Hydraulic Unit. Shorting these two
wires together will turn on the ABS
warning light, warning the driver
that the ABS is not functional.

ABS System Check
The ABS Electronic Control Unit

checks all system components,
including the Hydraulic Control
Unit, each time the vehicle is start-
ed. When the Hydraulic Control
Unit is operating during this check-
ing period, the owner/technician
may hear a noise/buzzing coming
from the engine compartment.
They may also feel the brake pedal
pulsating slightly if their foot is on
the brake pedal. This pulsating of
the brake pedal may be more
noticeable when backing down a
slight grade (sloping driveway). It
may also be felt when moving for-
ward. The check is not performedCalip ad  2/12/2001  11:18 AM  Page 1

Continued on page 24.
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until a speed sensor input is received by
the ABS Electronic Control Unit. This is
a normal function and no repairs should
be attempted.

Brake Judder And Noise 
A special grease, P/N K0777YA010, is

available for brake judder and noise
complaints. The grease has good dura-
bility against heat and water when
compared to PBC grease. It should be
applied between the brake pad and the
shim. The grease has been added pro-
duction and is included in genuine
Subaru brake pad kits.

There are two important things to
remember when addressing brake jud-
der and noise complaints:
1. Use an “on the car” type brake lathe to
cut the rotors and adjust lateral run-out of
the machine to less than .002 inch.
2. Don’t replace or cut the rotor in case of a
brake noise condition. Replace the brake
pads and apply the new brake grease
between the brake pad and shim only.

Brake Noise...What Is Normal?
One of the most common concerns

that any vehicle owner perceives as a
problem is brake noise when stopping
the vehicle. Industry-wide, the question
pops up: “What is considered to be an
‘acceptable’ level of brake noise?”
The disc brake systems used on vehi-

cles today are designed and developed
to meet many different, but very strict
requirements. This must be accom-
plished while providing an optimum
level of performance under a wide
range of vehicle and environmental
operating conditions.

The brake pads selected must be a
balanced choice. There is a fine line
between a quiet brake pad and one
that will provide optimum perform-
ance under extreme braking condi-
tions. Consequently, when a change is
made in the pad formulation (whether
it is meant to provide longer pad life,
shorter stopping distances, noise
reduction or a change in pedal effort),
a trade-off must be made in one area
or another. An example of pad formu-
lation change would be the industry’s
switch from asbestos to semi-metallic
brake linings. 
Brake friction materials generate

noise and heat in order to dissipate
energy, a necessary physical reaction.
When this occurs, brake dust and vibra-
tion of the brake pad within the caliper
is generated. These factors can be
changed by other environmental and
road conditions such as ambient tem-
perature, moisture, road salt, mud, etc.
It is important to remember that all

brakes make noise. The frequency at
which the noise becomes audible to us
will vary. Any effort to eliminate an
intermittent brake noise, which is con-
sidered normal, is usually temporary at
best. This is not to say, however, that
all brake noises should arbitrarily be
considered normal. Brake noise should
be diagnosed as outlined in the appro-
priate model year service manual.

ABS-2E Control Units 
and ABS Code 23
If you are working on a vehicle that

displays a continuous and immediate
ABS warning light (even after trying to
clear codes), has no codes in memory
(even though the ABS light is on) until
the vehicle is driven, and records a
code 23 (left front wheel sensor) after
driving, check to see if anyone has pre-
viously worked on the ABS system and
could possibly have installed the incor-
rect ABS computer. 
The ABS-2E system has different

computers for two and all wheel drive
vehicles. The terminal locations in the
harness for the left front wheel sensor
differ between two and all wheel drive
vehicles. If the incorrect computer is
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Brake Grease with Shims



They’re Rugged, They’re Heavy Duty, They’re Built to Last.

Genuine Subaru Remanufactured Starters
• Perform like new parts • Ensure long term reliability
• Provide exact replacement and fit • Backed by same warranty as new parts

Available only through your local SUBARU dealer

Remanufactured for Subaru by

Rugged Denso ad  4/17/2001  10:33 AM  Page 1

installed, the computer does not
look at the correct wires for the
signal coming from the wheel
sensor, resulting in the ABS light
and code 23. Check your parts
catalog information for the correct
part number application. The
notes identify which is for two or
all wheel drive vehicles.

5.3 ABS System Component 
Relocation 
Due to wiring changes associated

with the 5.3 ABS system, the ABS
components on some 1996 and
later Subaru Legacy vehicles have
been relocated (vehicles produced
after November 1995). Among the
relocated components are the ABS
Control Unit, Cruise Control Unit,
LSi Security Module, and Trans-
mission Control Unit.
The ABS Control Unit has been

relocated to the right of the glove
box. This is the area where the

Cruise Control Unit was previously
located. The cruise control module
is now located under the driver’s
side dash, left of the steering col-
umn, near the TCU (Transmission
Control Unit) location. This is also
the new location for installing the
cruise control computer during a
dealer installed cruise installation.
The bracket mounting the module
also has changed. The LSi security
module has been relocated behind
the radio on the passenger’s side.
The Transmission Control Unit

is still located near the steering
column. It has just been moved a
little closer to the engine com-
partment bulkhead.

Note: These relocations only
apply to vehicle equipped with
ABS 5.3 wiring. Other vehicles
will have the components in the
locations where you are accus-
tomed to finding them.

Intermittent Wheel Sensor
Codes In Early Legacy ABS
Systems 
(Non-ABS-2E)
Accumulations of metal fil-

ings, road dirt, mud, etc., on
individual wheel speed sensors
can cause wheel sensor codes to
be reported by the ABS control
unit and light the dashboard
ABS light. This can occur espe-
cially after fairly rapid maneu-
vering of the vehicle to the left
right at moderate speeds (i.e.,
tight S-turn exit ramps or park-
ing lot maneuvering). Before
extensive testing or replacement
of these components, check and
clean these areas. Examine the
air gap and the condition of the
tone wheels and test drive the
vehicle. If the code reappears,
continue your diagnosis. If it
does not, cleaning may have
repaired the condition.

Continued on page 30.
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Subaru N.E.W. Horizons Dealers have been recognized for their outstanding performance in serving the
wholesale market. N.E.W. Horizons dealers provide you with a direct wholesale parts hotline and also
maintain a large inventory of competitively priced Genuine Subaru Parts, which means you can get
most parts immediately. If not, the N.E.W. Horizons dealer’s direct access to the Subaru Parts Distribu-
tion Network means it can get you almost any part you need quickly. If you have a question about a
specific part or repair job, just ask. No one knows a Subaru, or the parts needed to repair them, like a
Subaru N.E.W. Horizons Dealer. 

❖ N.E.W. ❖

HORIZONS
N A T I O N A L • E X P A N D E D • W H O L E S A L E

Subaru N.E.W. Horizons Dealer?W h a t i s a

Please note: Left column telephone numbers provide direct access to Subaru N.E.W. Horizons Parts
Departments. Right column numbers provide general access to Subaru N.E.W. Horizons Dealers.
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Alaska
Anchorage
Continental Motors 
800.478.7278 907.562.2722

Arizona
Phoenix
Camelback Subaru
800.876.5199 602.265.6600

Scottsdale
Pitre Subaru
480.425.2950 480.425.2800

Tucson
Emich Subaru, Inc. 
520.298.3011 520.721.2400

California
Albany
Albany Subaru, Inc. 
510.526.2613 510.528.1244

Auburn
Gold Rush Subaru 
800.877.4019 530.885.4019

Carlsbad
Bob Baker Subaru 
760.431.3062 760.431.3000

Corte Madera
Bianco Subaru 
415.924.2878 415.924.9660

Culver City
Culver City Subaru 
310.838.6765 310.204.1453

El Cajon
Bob Baker Subaru
619.440.1213 619.440.0404

Fullerton
Renick Subaru
714.680.0222 714.871.9300

Lake Forest
Irvine Subaru 
949.452.0100 949.837.3500

Livermore
Livermore Subaru 
925.447.1173 925.447.1100

Long Beach
Walter Timmons Enterprises, Inc. 
562.424.8749 562.595.4601

Oakland
Downtown Subaru 
510.653.0350 510.547.4424

Ontario
Exclusively Subaru 
909.605.5816 909.605.5800

Redding
Shasta Subaru 
800.936.4772 530.223.2177

Redwood City
Carlsen Subaru 
650.365.2600 650.365.6390

Roseville
Roseville Subaru 
888.220.4269 916.786.6611

Sacramento
Maita Subaru, Inc. 
800.383.7278 916.486.8000

Sacramento
Senator Subaru-Hyundai
800.533.6567 916.427.1234

San Bernardino
Subaru of San Bernardino 
877.378.2278 909.888.8686

San Diego
Balboa Subaru 
888.409.7278 858.278.6074

San Rafael
Rossi Motors, Inc. 
415.257.4690 415.454.9240

Santa Cruz
Subaru of Santa Cruz 
831.420.1402 831.420.1500

Santa Rosa
Prestige Imports 
707.575.1051 707.545.6602

Shingle Springs
Shingle Springs Subaru-Nissan 
800.676.0444 530.677.8771

South San Francisco
Ron Price Subaru 
650.583.4040 650.589.9788

Thousand Oaks
Subaru of Thousand Oaks 
805.371.5572 805.371.5555

Van Nuys
Big Valley Subaru 
818.781.2785 818.787.0800

Walnut Creek
Diablo Subaru-Mazda
925.937.6990 925.937.6900

Colorado
Aurora
Shortline Automotive, Inc. 
800.332.1161 303.364.2200

Boulder
Flatirons Subaru 
800.634.6621 303.443.0114

Centennial
John Elway Subaru South
303.792.2201 303.792.0330

Colorado Springs
Heuberger Motors, Inc. 
800.675.2227 719.475.1920

Durango
Morehart Subaru 
970.385.0202 970.247.2121

Englewood
Burt Subaru, Inc. 
800.525.8402 303.761.7453

Fort Collins
Dellenbach Motors 
800.234.0053 970.226.3100

Golden
John Elway Subaru West
303.590.6633 303.590.6660

Grand Junction
Rocky Mountain Subaru 
800.244.2902 970.241.2414

Longmont
Valley Nissan, Inc. 
800.284.0051 303.776.0443

Connecticut
Branford
Premier Subaru
800.411.4551 203.481.0687

Canton
Mitchell Subaru
800.782.2781 860.693.6391

Danbury
Colonial Subaru
800.229.2656 203.744.8383

Lyme
Reynolds Subaru

800.899.0028

Milford
Dan Perkins Subaru
800.367.9335 203.882.5680

New Britain
Schaller Subaru
800.382.4525 860.223.2230

New London
Secor Subaru

860.442.2323

North Franklin
Holmgren Subaru

860.889.2651

Shelton
Crabtree Subaru

203.929.1491

Stamford
Stamford Subaru
800.782.2780 203.325.4313

Torrington
Center Subaru
800.423.7822 860.489.1301

Vernon
Suburban Subaru
800.229.6550 860.649.6550

Wallingford
Quality Subaru
800.758.0595 203.949.1104

Watertown
Chase Parkway Garage, Inc.
800.322.9002 860.274.8866

Wilton
Subaru of Wilton
888.665.5551 203.761.9700

Windsor Locks
Ty Subaru, Llc
877.897.8227 860.654.1600

Delaware
New Castle
Nucar Connection, Inc. 
302.322.2950 302.322.2277

Florida
Delray Beach
Delray Subaru 
888.830.7337 561.276.7800
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Fort Walton Beach
Lee Subaru 
800.745.3171 850.243.3171

Jacksonville
Subaru of Jacksonville, Inc.
800.393.3455 904.641.6455

Miami
William Lehman Subaru 
800.999.9118 305.653.7123

Sanford
Bob Dance Subaru 
877.917.1797 407.323.7730

Tallahassee
Seminole Subaru 
800.819.2893 850.575.6166

Tampa
Mastro Subaru 
800.683.2532 813.884.7513

Winter Park
Bill Bryan Subaru/Winter Park 
800.882.7926 407.628.4343

Georgia
Cumming
Troncalli Subaru
770.889.2061 770.664.9100

Decatur
Royal Subaru
404.296.9534 404.325.8400

Smyrna
Ed Voyles Subaru
800.421.1525 770.952.8881

Idaho
Boise
Larry Miller Subaru
888.941.2218 208.323.6300

Caldwell
Tom Scott Motors 
800.803.8427 208.455.1172

Illinois
Countryside
Dan Wolf Subaru 
708.354.6200 708.352.7800

Evanston
Evanston Subaru/Isuzu, Inc. 
847.869.9769 847.869.5700

Highland Park
Grant Dean Subaru
847.432.0708 847.432.4800

Joliet
Mark Bass Subaru
815.741.5352 815.741.5353

Libertyville
Liberty Subaru
847.362.1644 847.362.2683

Lynwood
Lynwood Motors 
708.758.3191 708.758.0120

Naperville
Gerald Subaru-Oldsmobile
630.355.8111 630.355.3900

Schaumburg
Subaru of Schaumburg
800.828.9899 847.884.6000

Indiana
Indianapolis
Tom Wood Subaru
800.966.6056 317.848.8888

South Bend
Bill Frank Automotive, Inc. 
800.222.7089 219.277.5800

Iowa
Cedar Rapids
Jim Miller Nissan, Inc. 
800.332.0290 319.393.0640

Davenport
Lujack’s Northpark Auto Plaza
800.553.8042 563.386.1511

Moscow
Ambassador Auto Services 
800.422.0297 208.882.2722

Kansas
Olathe
Jack Miller Subaru Olathe 
913.780.1494 913.780.0400

Topeka
Figgs Imports, Inc. 
800.757.7717 785.267.2390

Kentucky
Louisville
Bachman Subaru
866.897.8227 502.493.2920

Nicholasville
Oldham’s Subaru 
800.886.1777 859.885.3900

Louisiana
Baton Rouge
Hollingsworth Subaru
800.256.4655 225.272.2900

Maine
Augusta
Charlie’s Subaru
800.339.0986 207.622.7327

Bangor
Quirk Subaru of Bangor
800.281.1960 207.942.7364

South Portland
Maine Mall Subaru

207.774.1429

Trenton
Stanley Subaru

207.667.4641

Woolwich
Bath Subaru

207.443.9781

Maryland
Annapolis
Annapolis Subaru-Volvo 
410.349.8186 410.349.8800

Baltimore
Russel Motor Cars, Inc. 
410.788.8400 410.744.2300

Cockeysville
Valley Motors, Inc. 
410.666.4194 410.666.7777

Cumberland
Thomas Subaru
888.724.6310 301.724.6310

Hagerstown
Sharrett, Inc. 
301.739.9999 301.739.7700

Kensington
Fitzgerald Subaru 
800.876.3748 301.881.4000

Owings Mills
Heritage Imports, Inc. 
410.581.6696 410.363.8300

Silver Spring
Herb Gordon Subaru
800.926.3040 301.890.3040

Massachusetts
Acton
Concord Subaru

978.897.1128

Arlington
Cityside Subaru
781.647.9999 781.641.1900

Chicopee
Curry Subaru
888.823.2822 413.593.1155

Danvers
Ira Subaru

978.739.8200

Hyannis
Beard Subaru

508.778.5066

Lunenburg
North End Auto Sales
800.548.8887 978.582.4911

Natick
Natick Subaru, Inc.

508.651.2000

Northampton
Steve Lewis Subaru, Inc.

413.584.3292

Norwell
Planet Subaru

781.681.3500

Norwood
Norwood Subaru
800.541.6122 781.762.2400

Pittsfield
Pete’s Subaru-Chrysler

413.442.1584

Somerset
Somerset Subaru
800.922.3445 508.676.3071

Wakefield
Subaru of Wakefield
800.972.7877 781.246.3331

Webster
Tri-State Subaru
800.969.7822 508.943.7070

West Springfield
Bertera Subaru

413.734.4964

Westboro
Westboro Subaru

508.366.8889

Wilmington
Car Mart Subaru

978.988.2300

Worcester
Patrick Subaru

508.756.8364

Michigan
Ann Arbor
Ann Arbor Subaru 
800.662.0073 734.662.3444

Commerce
Dwyer & Sons Imported Cars
248.669.7835 248.624.0400

Ferndale
Hodges Imported Cars, Inc. 
248.547.6167 248.547.8800

Kalamazoo
Maple Hill Subaru
616.347.7365 616.342.6600

Kentwood
Go Subaru
800.678.1302 616.942.8040

Lansing
Williams Auto World 
800.258.2853 517.484.1341

Marquette
Crown Subaru
888.276.9642 906.226.1600

Muskegon
My Auto Import Center
231.799.7139 231.799.2886

Traverse City
Cherry Capital Subaru 
800.852.6475 231.947.9000

Troy
Suburban Subaru
248.643.0735 248.643.7660

Minnesota
Bloomington
R. L. Imports, Inc. 
800.451.5078 952.881.6200

Brooklyn Park
Brooklyn Park Automotive, Inc. 
952.543.7462 763.424.3331

Minnetonka
Morrie’s Imports 
800.332.4266 952.544.0376

Moorhead
Ward Muscatell Subaru 
800.373.8282 218.236.0191

Rochester
Clements Subaru
507.285.4730 507.289.0491

Vadnais Heights
Rudy Luther’s White Bear Motors 
651.481.3180 651.481.0230

Missouri
Ballwin
Dick Dean’s Economy Cars, Inc. 
636.227.6527 636.227.0100

North Kansas City
Jack Miller Subaru
816.472.4522 816.474.3100

St Louis
Lou Fusz Motor Company, Inc. 
800.341.5935 314.983.4400
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Webster Groves
Webster Groves Subaru 
800.966.5184 314.968.5167

Montana
Billings
Rimrock Subaru
800.736.5225 406.651.5000 

Bozeman
Dick Walter Subaru 
800.735.2834 406.586.1771

Missoula
Four Seasons Motors 
800.800.6569 406.728.2510

Nebraska
Bellevue
Beardmore Subaru, Inc. 
402.734.1100 402.734.2525

Lincoln
Duteau Subaru
402.420.3375 402.420.3300

Omaha
Stan Olsen Subaru
402.393.1989 402.397.8300

Nevada
Carson City
Michael Hohl Subaru 
800.239.3735 775.885.0400

Reno
Reno Subaru 
800.495.6060 775.825.8474

New Hampshire
Belmont
Belknap Subaru

603.524.0419

Claremont
Subaru of Claremont

603.542.9966

Concord
Ed Reilly Subaru, Inc.

603.225.0200

Conway
Profile Subaru, Inc.
800.638.8888 603.447.3845

Keene
Mountain View Subaru

603.355.5000

Manchester
Subaru of Manchester

603.668.2411

Milford
Subaru of Milford
603.672.5699 603.673.0510

Nashua
Subaru of Nashua

603.888.9999

North Hampton
AMD Subaru
800.227.9303 603.964.9303

Plaistow
Commonwealth Subaru
800.328.1202 603.382.7101

Somersworth
Tri City Subaru
800.821.0688 603.742.3647

Stratham
Exeter Subaru
800.540.1503 603.778.0300

New Jersey
Bloomfield
Lynnes Subaru, Inc.
800.782.7597 973.743.2111

Cherry Hill
Cherry Hill Subaru 
856.661.8961 856.663.1500

Flemington
Flemington Subaru-Isuzu, LLC
908.782.6831 908.782.2025

Morristown
Subaru of Morristown

973.326.9131

Oradell
Liberty Subaru
201.261.7495 201.261.0900

Rahway
Bell Subaru, Inc.
732.396.9360 732.396.9000

Sicklerville
Martin Subaru 
800.288.8756 856.629.6833

New Mexico
Albuquerque
Garcia Subaru
505.260.5164 505.260.5155

Albuquerque
Lee Galles Subaru
505.837.5139 505.837.5200

Santa Fe
Premier Subaru of Santa Fe
505.428.7341 505.471.7007

New York
Amherst
Northtown Subaru-Hyundai
716.835.4611 716.835.8500

Brewster
Smith Cairns Brewster

845.278.8300

Colonie
Goldstein Motors, Inc.
800.955.1727 518.869.1250

Glen Cove
North Coast Subaru Corp.
516.770.7333 516.676.3676

Huntington
Metric Auto Sales, Inc.
800.696.9980 631.499.6777

Jamestown
Ed Shults Subaru
800.752.7774 716.484.7151

Oneonta
Five Star of Oneonta, Inc.
607.432.4406 607.432.0201

Orangeburg
Bill Kolb Jr. Subaru, Inc.
845.398.6323 845.359.7777

Orchard Park
West-Herr Subaru, Inc.
716.662.3570 716.662.3565

Patchoque
Browns Jeep Subaru-Chrysler
631.289.8505 631.289.8500

Rhinebeck
Ruge’s Subaru , Inc.
800.343.7843 845.876.7074

Riverhead
Riverhead Bay Motors
631.727.5590 631.727.4000

Rochester
Piehler Subaru Corp.
585.254.4754 716.458.4540

Saratoga Springs
New Country Subaru
518.584.8209     518.584.7272 

Syracuse
Bill Rapp Subaru, Inc.
315.463.4958 315.437.2501

Syracuse
Romano Subaru, Inc.
315.475.3365 315.471.3665

Utica
Don’s Subaru Inc.
315.797.5140 315.797.1520

Victor
Van Bortel Motorcar, Inc.
585.924.4383 716.924.5230

Wappingers Falls
Wappingers Falls Subaru
845.298.4465 845.298.8880

Yonkers
Smith-Cairns Subaru, Inc.
914.377.8100 845.377.8100

Yorktown Heights
Curry Ford Subaru
800.288.6777 845.736.1300

North Carolina
Asheville
Prestige Subaru-Dodge, Inc. 
888.854.4293 828.298.9600

Boone
John Cook Subaru-Suzuki
800.844.2665 828.264.0675

Chapel Hill
Performance Subaru 
800.476.3191 919.942.3191

Charlotte
Folger Subaru
800.376.1242 704.536.9635

Greensboro
Bob Dunn Subaru-Ford
800.489.3866 336.275.9761

Hendersonville
Hunter Subaru
800.968.8660 828.693.8661

Raleigh
Southern States Imports, Inc. 
800.489.3684 919.828.0901

Winston Salem
Flow Motors, Inc. 
800.467.5002 336.723.3524

Ohio
Cincinnati
Borcherding Subaru 
513.583.7055 513.677.1800

Cincinnati
Subaru of Beechmont, Inc. 
513.474.5720 513.474.4313

Columbus
Byers Imports 
614.552.5490 614.864.5180

Columbus
Byers Subaru
614.792.2462 614.792.2455

Columbus
Hatfield Subaru
614.675.0288 614.870.9559

Fairborn
Wagner Auto Sales Ltd., Co. 
866.243.2171 937.878.2171

North Olmstead
Ganley Westside Imports 
440.734.1076 440.734.2000

Warrensville Heights
Ellacott-Shaker Subaru, Inc. 
800.475.8555 216.475.3444

Wickliffe
Ganley Subaru East
440.585.5023 440.585.1000

Oklahoma
Broken Arrow
Ferguson Advantage Imports
800.880.8815 918.258.1800

Oklahoma City
Cable Motors, Inc. 
800.522.6793 405.787.0433

Oregon
Beaverton
Carr Subaru-Chevrolet
503.520.4117 503.644.2161

Eugene
Romania Imported Motors, Inc. 
541.465.3555 541.465.4600

Gresham
Gresham Subaru 
503.661.5812 503.661.1200

Medford
Southern Oregon Subaru
541.245.2033 541.772.3377

Oregon City
Lithia Subaru of Oregon City
503.723.2275 503.656.0612

Portland
Wentworth Subaru
800.232.8097 503.232.2000

Salem
Capitol Subaru
800.888.1397 503.316.4294

Pennsylvania
Allentown
Becker Wagonmaster, Inc. 
610.395.6530 610.395.3745

Altoona
Condrin Subaru-Olds-Cadillac 
800.228.3428 814.944.8185
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Butler
Kerven Enterprises, Inc. 
800.537.8369 724.287.0734

Concordville
Concordville Motorcar, Inc. 
800.220.3100 610.459.8900

Doylestown
Fred Beans Subaru-Dodge
215.348.0202 215.348.7500

East Petersburg
Lancaster County Motors, Inc. 
800.215.5644 717.569.4514

Erie
New Motors, Inc.
800.352.1052 814.868.4805

Feasterville
Colonial Subaru
215.355.8856 215.355.8800

Hanover
Lawrence Motors, Inc. 
800.307.8348 717.637.6664

Jenkintown
Glanzmann Subaru 
800.440.0130 215.885.8282

Monroeville
Langston Subaru 
877.563.4937 724.325.2888

Moosic
Minooka Motor Sales, Inc. 
800.982.4054 570.346.4641

Newtown Square
Rafferty Subaru
610.353.6906 610.353.6900

Northumberland
W & L Sports Cars, Inc. 
877.995.7872 570.473.3432

Philadelphia
Wilkie Subaru 
800.962.4389 215.236.7500

Pittsburgh
Bill Gray Subaru 
412.344.0181 412.344.0100

Pittsburgh
Bowser Subaru 
800.231.4452 412.469.2100

Temple
Steve Moyer Subaru
800.995.2627 610.929.4703

York
Apple Subaru-Acura
800.228.7299 717.854.1800

Rhode Island
North Kingstown
Pilgrim Motors, Inc.
800.243.8485 401.294.3395

North Smithfield
Anchor Subaru
401.767.5000 401.769.1199

Warwick
Bald Hill Subaru
401.822.8110 401.822.8100

South Carolina
Columbia
Capitol Subaru
888.890.1383 803.788.6800

South Dakota
Rapid City
Courtesy Subaru
800.658.3054 605.342.7034

Sioux Falls
Lithia Subaru of Sioux Falls
605.330.0471 605.333.0198

Tennessee
Knoxville
Harper Vehicles, LLC
800.879.8733 865.691.5551

Nashville
Jim Reed Subaru
800.522.2207 615.329.2929

Texas
Arlington
Arlington Auto Mall 
817.265.7278 817.861.3377

Austin
Austin Subaru, Inc. 
800.846.4403 512.454.9489

Austin
Gillman Subaru
888.829.4897 512.444.6044

Houston
Gillman Subaru, Inc. 
800.999.8309 713.776.6310

Houston
West Houston Subaru, Inc.
281.676.2155 281.398.3300

Lewisville
Huffines Subaru 
800.650.6261 972.221.8686

Plano
Central Kia Subaru
972.422.9320 972.422.5300

San Antonio
North Park Subaru, Inc. 
800.880.8846 210.308.0200

Utah
Salt Lake City
Mark Miller Subaru, Inc. 
800.348.8207 801.268.3734

Salt Lake City
Nate Wade Subaru 
800.221.4287 801.355.7571

Sandy
Larry H. Miller Subaru 
801.553.5260 801.553.5200

Vermont
Bennington
Bennington Subaru

802.442.3400

Berlin
Twin City Subaru

802.223.5232

Brattleboro
Stacy Subaru

802.251.1000

Burlington
Burlington Subaru
800.394.7974 802.660.8099

Norwich
The Car Store

802.649.1603

Rutland
Kinney Subaru

802.775.6900

Virginia
Charlottesville
Brown Subaru
800.635.3170 434.977.3380

Fairfax
Farrish Subaru-Olds-Jeep
800.572.7278 703.273.0200

Harrisonburg
Bob Wade Subaru-Lincoln-Mercury
540.434.1892 540.434.3900

Leesburg
Dulles Subaru-Jeep-Eagle 
800.394.5337 703.777.7077

Midlothian
Pence Subaru 
804.378.0244 804.378.3000

Norfolk
Roughton Subaru
757.461.2967 757.461.1200

Roanoke
Team Motorsport, Inc. 
800.277.8757 540.366.4830

Springfield
Springfield Subaru
703.451.2389 703.451.2380

Staunton
Staunton Subaru-Nissan, Inc. 
800.296.3465 540.886.3465

Vienna
Stohlman Subaru-Volkswagen, Inc.
703.287.4115 703.893.2990

Washington
Auburn
Auburn Subaru
800.827.2787 253.833.4940

Bellevue
Chaplin’s Bellevue Subaru 
800.962.0822 425.641.2002

Bellingham
Dewey Griffin Subaru 
800.846.1549 360.734.8700

Bremerton
Peninsula Subaru
877.894.7511 360.479.4320

Renton
Walker’s Renton Subaru
800.261.7366 425.226.2775

Seattle
Carter Subaru 
800.426.1332 206.542.1166

Spokane
Appleway Subaru-VW-Audi 
800.876.4412 509.924.6900

Spokane
Camp Subaru
800.776.9946 509.458.3288

Tacoma
Tacoma Subaru-Nissan 
800.972.6915 253.473.6200

Vancouver
Hannah Subaru 
503.252.9947 360.256.5000

West Virginia
Fairmont
Larry Myers Subaru 
304.366.4476 304.366.3311

Huntington
Davis Subaru
304.736.2753 304.736.7777

Morgantown
John Howard Motors 
304.296.8772 304.296.3205

Wisconsin
Appleton
Gustman Motor Company, Inc. 
800.283.6693 920.733.6693

Madison
Don Miller Subaru-Pontiac 
800.362.3323 608.258.3500

Mequon
Sommer’s Subaru-Buick-Pontiac
262.242.0129 262.242.0100

Schofield
Dave Kasten Motors, Inc. 
715.359.2637 715.359.3638

Waukesha
Don Jacobs Subaru 
262.521.3810 262.542.5711

Wyoming
Cheyenne
Dinneen Subaru 
800.872.1408 307.778.2410
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insider info.
1996 Subaru Legacy Equipped With
ABS 5.3 System
1996 Subaru Legacy models equipped

with the new ABS 5.3 system have the
ABS electronic control unit located
behind the glove box and not under the
passenger seat as on other Subaru Legacy
models.
The 5.3 system is also compatible with

the Subaru Select Monitor, which allows
you to access trouble codes when diag-
nosing the system.
Before searching for the electronic con-

trol unit, determine which system is
installed in the vehicle. One way of
telling is by looking at the Hydraulic Con-
trol Unit on the 5.3 system (still located
behind the right front headlight). It is
noticeably different from the Hydraulic
Control Units used on previous systems.
The ABS 5.3 system was first installed

in Subaru Legacy vehicles starting with
late October/early November 1995 pro-
duction.

ABS/TCS Equipped 
Legacy Vehicles

On FWD Subaru Legacy vehicles
equipped with the ABS/TCS system, one
of the following conditions may cause
the BRAKE and ABS/TCU warning lights
on the dash to light: low brake fluid level
or alternator not charging. These condi-
tions will also cause the ABS system to
revert to a conventional braking system.
Low Brake Fluid Level This will cause
the ABS to shut down because the sys-
tem believes there is insufficient fluid in
the brake system to allow the ABS sys-
tem to operate properly.
Alternator Not Charging The ABS sys-
tem uses the alternator output signal to
tell the ABS control unit the car is run-
ning, so the ABS control unit needs the
alternator output signal to turn the sys-
tem on. If there is no output from the
alternator, the ABS control unit never
turns the system on so it won’t work.

Brake Fluid Basics
There are three types of brake fluid:

DOT 3, DOT 4 and DOT 5. Incorrect
brake fluid application may result in
degraded braking performance as well as

system component damage. The more
commonly used DOT 3 and 4 brake flu-
ids are of the polyglycol variety, while
DOT 5 is silicone based. Subaru recom-
mends only DOT 3 or 4 brake fluid. 
Polyglycol-based fluid is hygroscopic,

which means it absorbs moisture from
the air. This quality allows any moisture
absorption to be dispersed throughout
the system, eliminating any concentra-
tion of water that could lead to localized
corrosion.
This characteristic, however, has its

disadvantages. Over time, the level of
moisture absorption may reach as much
as 7-8 percent, which causes the fluid to
become contaminated. This condition
will drastically reduce the boiling point
of the brake fluid, and lower the tempera-
ture at which it evaporates. Once vapor
has formed, pockets of air are created in
the hydraulic lines, causing brake pedal
travel to increase. This is due to the fact
that the air must first be compressed
before any fluid starts to move. The mini-
mum boiling point established for DOT 3
fluid is 401° F, while DOT 4 is 446° F.
Silicone brake fluid, classified as DOT

5, can be easily identified by its purple
color. Silicone does not absorb water but
rather repels it. This means there is no
contamination from moisture absorption
and less chance of internal corrosion. In
addition, silicone-based brake fluid has a
boiling point of over 500 degrees. 
In order to realize the benefits of DOT

5 brake fluid, the system must contain
100 percent silicone-based fluid. This
means that DOT 5 brake fluid cannot be
installed in a system already using DOT
3 or DOT 4. Because these different types
of fluid will not mix, all of the polygly-
col-based fluid will be concentrated into
one part of the system. At this point, any
moisture that is present in the fluid can-
not be dispersed through the system.
This localized moisture concentration
will certainly cause problems.
It is nearly impossible to remove all

the brake fluid from a system, and even
with power bleeding — 2-3 percent of
the old fluid will remain. Since the two
types of brake fluid are not compatible,
stick with Subaru’s DOT 3 or 4 recom-
mendations.
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IF YOU WANT IT NOW, 
THINK N.E.W.

N.E.W. for National Expanded Wholesale—check
the listing inside to find a participating dealer!

Looking for a Subaru parts supplier with better 
service, faster delivery, deeper inventory, and more
competitive pricing? Check the listing inside this 

issue to find a N.E.W. Horizons Subaru dealer near you.

This national network of high-performing Subaru dealers is dedicated 
to meeting the wholesale parts needs of independent repair shops 
like yours:

• Large inventory of Genuine Subaru Parts 
• New and remanufactured parts at prices competitive to rebuilts
• Technical and application advice
• A Hotline providing direct access to parts inventory
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